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The average par 3 Disc Golf hole is about
300 feet long and a typical course will fit in
most public parks with low impact on the
established environment. Disc Golf courses
can be installed for as little as $3000 with
some volunteer labor.
INNOVA provides golf discs for every
conceivable shot. While the novice can start
with only one disc, more advanced players
may carry a disc for every situation. We are a
player-driven company so we understand the
challenges you may face on the course, and
the tools you’ll need to overcome them.
Each hole begins with a drive from a
designated tee area and ends with a putt into

an elevated basket. Reducing the number of
shots in between is the challenge.
Disc golfers are always looking for ways to
lower their scores. You play to complete the
course in as few strokes as possible. Even
if you don’t get a low score, it only takes one
great throw to get you fired up.
Almost everyone has thrown a traditional
flying disc to a friend in a relaxing game
of catch. It’s a new thrill to throw a disc
directly to a target. This game is exciting and
enjoyable for people of all ages and abilities.
To find a Disc Golf course near you, log on to
innovadiscs.com

In

1983 INNOVA created the first true golf disc. By
replacing the park toy of old, INNOVA transformed
Disc Golf into a dynamic sport for the 21st century.
INNOVA continues to define the state of the game. Our
patented beveled edge designs and Thumtrac® technologies
enhance accuracy, increase distance and inspire confidence in
any wind. For every situation there is an INNOVA answer.
INNOVA was established in 1983 upon a vision that
ultimately forged a new direction for Disc Golf. During
that period, players were using traditional “lids” designed
specifically for throw and catch. These discs were slow and
floating and difficult to control in adverse conditions.
INNOVA co-founder Dave Dunipace saw Disc Golf as a
sport destined for enormous popularity. His creation of
the beveled edge disc immediately changed the way people
played the game. The increased speed and distance this new
disc technology provided, combined with enhanced control,
generated tremendous enthusiasm for this new “power” Disc
Golf.
Like a fine surfboard craftsman, Dave Dunipace has always
preferred a hands-on approach to production. Every INNOVA
disc is manufactured by us under our care and supervision
in Southern California. We demand quality, as we too rely on
the performance of our products.
For more than two decades, INNOVA discs have dominated
competitive Disc Golf. More titles have been won using
INNOVA discs than all other brands combined, by far.
INNOVA discs have virtually owned the world distance record
as well, with new marks set in 1985, 1988, 1993 and
2003.
As we begin the 2005 season we will remain dedicated to
the promotion of the sport of Disc Golf, our affiliations with
EDGE (Educational Disc Golf Experience) and DGU (Disc Golf
United) will help to introduce thousands of new players to
Disc Golf. For established players, our prestigious United
States Disc Golf Championship will continue to be the crown
jewel on the professional tournament scene.
We are proud to have pioneered a revolution for the game
we love. So far it has been an incredible journey and we are
more excited than ever about the road ahead.
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INNOVA Driver Flight Chart
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GLOSSARY of TERMS
Abbreviations/Acronyms

RHBH – Right Hand Backhand Throw - All INNOVA flight descriptions are based on a players throwing right-handed with a
back hand style.
LHBH – Left Hand Backhand Throw – Reverse the RHBH flight characteristics.
RHFH – Right Hand Forehand Throw – Reverse the RHBH flight characteristics.
LHFH– Left Hand Forehand Throw – Same flight characteristics as a RHBH throw.

Describing Flight

Stable – The tendency of a disc to remain straight through most of the flight.
Understable/Turnover – The tendency of a disc to turn to the right during the high speed portion of the flight for a RHBH
thrower.
Overstable – The tendency of a disc to turn to the left at high or low speeds for a RHBH thrower.
Hyzer- Is an angle of release where the outside edge or left edge of the disc is titled downward.
Anhyzer – Is an angle of release where the outside egde or left edge of the disc is tilted upward.

Better into headwinds

Good for all wind conditions

Better in tailwinds

Good for sidearm and power throwers

Recommended for all players

Best discs for new players

Turns left
most
Monster
Glide
Turn
Fade

●

Turns left
even more

●
Firebird
Glide
Turn
Fade

●●

Backhand Grip – The thumb is on top of the flight plate and the fingers are curled under the disc with one or more finger
pads pressed against the inside rim. Palm is in the handshaking position. There are many variations.
Two Finger/Sidearm/Forehand Grip – A grip where the palm is up and the thumb is on the flight plate while the index
and middle fingers are underneath the disc with one or both fingers pressed against the rim. There are many variations.
Hook Thumb Grip – A grip in which the thumb pad is hooked on the inside of the rim and the rim is squeezed between the
thumb pad and the crook of the index finger. The index knuckle is on the top of the outside rim. Hand position resembles
using a disposable lighter.
Thumber Grip– A grip in which the entire thumb, from base to thumb pad, is on the inside rim and all four fingers are on top
of the disc. Used primarily for Thumber Rollers.

Turns left
more
Starfire
Glide
Turn
Fade

3
0
5

Grips
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Escape Shot – Any shot used to get out of a poor lie or tough situation. Usually these shots are verticals or rollers
because it is extremely difficult to throw a normal backhand or sidearm shot.
Touch/Finesse Shot – These are floating shots used for accuracy in tricky situations.
Power Shots – These are shots where high speed is employed to go over, around or through obstacles.
Go For Shot – A risky shot usually thrown from the fairway to land in the basket rather than next to it.
Approach/Lay up Shot – A safe shot thrown to land next to the basket rather than into it.
Fairway Shot – A drive or very long approach shot from the fairway designed to advance closer to the target or land
next to the target from a distance.
Roller – A throw where most of the distance comes from rolling the disc on the ground rather than flying through the
air. Can be done with a backhand grip, sidearm/forehand grip, thumber grip, hook thumb grip or scooby grip. Different
grips produce different rolling patterns for different situations.
Cut Roller -A roller shot that never turns on its back as most rollers do.
Overhead Shot – Any shot thrown vertically or with an overhead baseball throwing motion.
Tomahawk Shot – A vertical/overhead shot resembling the chop of a tomahawk. Discs are usually held with a two
finger grip or hook thumb grips.
Spike Hyzer – A shot thrown high with an extreme hyzer angle to land vertically.
Flex Shot – The Flex Shot is performed by throwing an overstable disc with an anhyzer angle of release down the left
side of the fairway (for RHBH thrower). The disc travels from left to right then the natural overstability of the disc and
gravity turn the disc back to the left. It is a very reliable shot that pros use.
Hyzer Flip – The Hyzer Flip is very similar to an S-shot but follows a straighter line. An understable disc is thrown very
fast with a hyzer angle of release. The disc will naturally turn or “flip” and bring its nose down in the process. This
allows for a long straight glide.
S-Shot– This shot is thrown using an understable disc to the left side of the fairway. The natural turn of the disc
causes the disc to turn over and fly to the right side of the fairway. As the disc slows down it will fade back to the left.

Fictional Disc Golf hole represented.

Straightest Turns right Turns right Turns right Turns right
ﬂyers
some
more
even more
most
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Beast
Glide
Turn
Fade

4
-1
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●●●

Valkyrie
Glide
4
Turn
-2
Fade
2

4
-1
2

SPEED
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4
-2
3

●●●

Fastest

Sidewinder
Glide
5
Turn
-3
Fade
1

Banshee
Glide
3
Turn
0
Fade
3

●●
Whippet
Glide
3
Turn
+1
Fade
5

Viper
Glide
Turn
Fade

●●

4
+1
5

Flight Chart Tips

The INNOVA Flight Chart presents
the basic flight characteristics of our
drivers and can help you choose a disc
that best suits your style and ability. In
many sports, players want the same
equipment the pros use. In most cases
that will work fine; however in Disc Golf
there are stability variations in different
disc models that must be taken into
consideration.
Once you have thrown a driver listed on
the Flight Chart, you can use that as a
frame of reference, then this chart will
become a valuable tool in understanding
what to expect from our other driver
models. The discs are listed from the
most understable on the right side of
the chart, to the most overstable on the
left, and the fastest models are listed
from top to bottom.
If you are just taking up the game,
choose one of our more understable
drivers listed on the right side of the
chart. Theses discs will fly straighter
with less effort and are easier to control

TeeBird
Glide
Turn
Fade

●●

Gazelle
Glide
Turn
Fade

●●

5
0
2

Eagle
Glide
Turn
Fade

●●

4
-1
3

TeeBird-L
Glide
5
Turn
0
Fade
1

●
Raven
Glide
Turn
Fade

●

The drivers listed in the center section
of the Flight Chart are our stable flyers.
These stable drivers are our straightest
flyers and perform well in most wind
conditions. They are excellent choices
for players of all skill levels, although
newer players should choose lighter
weights to get the best results.
Overstable discs are listed on the left
side of the Flight Chart and are designed
to fade back more noticeably at the end
of the flight. They will resist turning over
at the high speeds advanced players
throw even into the wind. For newer
players, these discs will not go straight
for very long and are most useful
on dogleg fairways, for sidearm and
overhead shots and in windy situations.

Archangel
Glide
6
Turn
-4
Fade
1

●●

SPEED

8

up to 420 feet

7

250 to 400 feet

Leopard
Glide
5
Turn
-2
Fade
1

●●●

SPEED

6

225 to 375 feet

SPEED

5

4
-1
2

in normal conditions. They are all
excellent disc choices for those getting
started, especially in lighter weights.
These discs provide maximum distance
in tail-wind situations for players of all
abilities.
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up to 450 feet

SPEED

●●

Cheetah
Glide
4
Turn
-2
Fade
2

4
0
2

SPEED

●

●

●●

Shots

Turns left
some

Dragon
Glide
6
Turn
-2
Fade
2

Other Terms

150 Class – A class of discs weighing up to 150 grams. These discs usually weigh from 145 grams up to 150 grams.
These are the only class of discs approved for play in Japan.

4

200 to 350 feet

Plastic Types

● CHAMPION ● PRO ● DX ● CFR
Speed — Speed is the ability of the disc to cut through
the air. Up the right side of the page are the speed
ratings for our drivers. 10 is the fastest through the
air.

Listed for each disc are ratings for Glide, Turn and Fade
Glide — Glide describes the property of the disc being
able to maintain it’s loft during flight. More glide is
best for new players and for producing maximum
distance, especially downwind. A disc rated 7 has the
most glide.
Turn — High Speed Turn — This is the tendency of a
disc to bank (right for RHBH throwers) during the
initial part of the flight. A disc with a +1 rating is
most resistant to turning over, while a -5 rating will
turn the most.
Fade — Low Speed Fade — At the end of the flight,
all discs tail off in the same direction (left for RHBH
throwers) but some will “hook” harder than others.
A disc rated “0” will finish the straightest with very
little fade, while a disc rated +5 will hook hard at the
end of the flight.

About our Disc Types
Distance Driver

Fairway Driver

Multi Purpose

Putt & Approach

Distance Drivers

Fairway Drivers

Multi-purpose Discs

• Designed for maximum
distance off the tee

• Deliver dependable distance
control for consistent fairway
driving

• Designed to provide accuracy
and control for mid range,
approach and short drives

• Valuable disc for shorter,
controlled drives and long
approaches

• Provide dependability from
fairway to pin

• Provide the greatest range,
speed, glide and control
possible
• Offered in many different
models, weights and plastics
for players of every skill level
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INNOVA manufactures a complete line
of discs for the sport of Disc Golf. We
produce golf discs for every situation you
may encounter; from the tee to the fairway
to the green. Whether you are playing on
wide-open courses or threading narrow
wooded fairways, INNOVA has a disc to
match all your Disc Golf situations. We
also produce recreational and specialty
discs for use in Disc Golf, Ultimate, AllAround competitions, as well as beach and
backyard fun. Whatever disc you choose
you will know it is an INNOVA original.

• Easier for beginners to use
than distance drivers

• Versatile discs that can
perform a wide variety of
shots

• Individual models are designed
to perform uniquely in various
conditions and situations

• Help to increase confidence
through added control and
consistency

• Available in a wide range
of models, weights and a
selection of plastics

• Valkyrie currently holds the
World Distance Record of
820 feet (250m)
(See page 10)

• Offered in several distinct
models, weights and plastic
types

• Roc is the Multi-purpose disc
of choice for professional
players (See page 17)

Putt & Approach Discs

Specialty Discs

Recreational Discs

• Designed for dependable,
accurate, and confidence
inspiring putts

• Desgined for use in Disc Golf
and other flying disc sports
and games

• Ideal for playing games where
catching is involved

• Ideal for executing controlled
upshots, short drives and “go
for it” shots

• Several models from which to
choose

• Available in a variety of
different models to match
unique putting styles
• Aviar is the most popular golf
disc ever produced
(See Pages 21-22)

• All Models are approved by
the PDGA (Professional Disc
Golf Association) for use in
Disc Golf
• Some models are approved
by WFDF ( World Flying Disc
Federation) for use in Overall
competitions

• Pulsar is designed and
approved for use in the
game of Ultimate as well as
Goaltimate

About our Plastics
INNOVA currently manufactures discs in
three distinct lines of plastic. Each plastic
offers unique flight characteristics and
advantages to match the various needs
of throwers and the diverse environments
encountered on different Disc Golf
courses. Our superior Champion Line
plastic provides very high quality discs with
ultimate durability. Our versatile Pro Line

plastic enhances grip and offers increased
glide in flight. The ever-popular DX plastic
is available in the widest variety of disc
models and weights plus it is offered at a
value price. Choose the plastic that is best
suited for your abilities and situations, and
remember that INNOVA is the leader in
developing new disc technology.

Champion Line Plastic

Pro Line Plastic

DX Line Plastic

• Our highest quality plastic
that provides superior
durability and reliable
performance

• Produced from a unique blend
of plastics (polymers)

• Our original DX or Deluxe
plastic

• Provides an improved grip
over our Champion Line
plastic

• Provides superior grip
that performs well in most
weather situations

• More durable than regular
DX Line plastic and retains
flight characteristics longer

• Wears in progressively to
provide new and varied flight
characteristics

• More affordable than our
Champion Line Plastic

• Most economically priced of
our plastic lines

• Drivers fly with a longer glide
than Champion or DX Plastic

• Offered in the widest range of
weights and disc models

• Available in a wider variety of
weights than our Champion
Line

• Initially more overstable than
INNOVA Disc Flight Ratings
and with increased wear
eventually become less stable
than the Disc Flight Ratings

• Suitable for the increased
throwing speeds of
professional players
• Characterized by a
transparent (candy) or
pearlescent appearance
• Depending on weight, discs
can range from a firm
flexibility (heavier weights)
to a more gummy flexibility
(lighter weights)
• Retains INNOVA Disc Flight
Ratings longer than other
plastics
• Some models available with
colorful and unique I-Dye
designs (See page 29)

• Lite Polecats are excellent
golf discs for the youngest
players

• Certain models are available
for fund-raising efforts (See
pages 31-32)

• Most models are PDGA
approved for use in Disc Golf

• Currently the only discs
available for the new edge-toedge INNCOLOR process (see
page 32)
• Some models are available
for custom hot stamping (See
page 30)
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• Some models are offered in
a softer plastic, while others
are available in stiffer types
of plastic
• Driver models are slightly
less stable than INNOVA Disc
Flight Ratings
• Many models available with
colorful I-Dye designs (See
page 29)
• Some models are available
for custom hot stamping (See
page 30)

• Each model displays a
distinctive INNOVA hot stamp
design
• Certain models are available
in special glow-in-the-dark
plastic (See page 29)
• Some models carried with Full
Color designs
• Many models are available
for custom hot stamping (See
page 30)

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
ABOUT OUR PLASTICS
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The Monster is our most stable,
powerful, wind beating distance driver.
It is made for people who can turn
over other discs into a stiff headwind.
The Monster can fight some of the
fiercest winds out there. We have not
tested it in hurricane force winds...
yet. The Monster is best suited for
more advanced players.

200 ft

150 ft

100 ft

50 ft

Available Model:
Champion Monster $15.99
165-175 grams

The Starfire came out to rave reviews
for its long straight flights. The
Starfire is great into headwinds and
flies long and flat when thrown hard
and smooth with a flat release. Since
the Starfire is only available as a
Candy Fund Raising disc, it will appeal
to collectors, while its distance and
accuracy will make it a must have for
the player.

250 ft

ORC

BEAST

speed
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turn

fade

diameter
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glide
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fade
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21.2cm
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4
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3

21.2cm

When the Orc hit the market, everybody had to have one. It was simply
the longest disc available that blended
accuracy with phenomenal distance.
The Orc is our premier disc in terms
of speed, accuracy and stability.
Thrown flat, this disc will fly straight.
Suitable for powerful throwers, but
still manageable by beginners in lighter
weights.

high speed turn
beast
orc
starfire
monster

Sc
hu

Tim

MONSTER

ry

ltz

Sitting at the top of the food chain, the Monster, Starfire, Orc,
and Beast don’t fear any other disc. They are built for speed and
distance, distance, distance. In a world filled with imitators, the
Beast is the true originator, paving the way for the Monster,
Orc and Starfire. Whether you are a beginner looking for
distance or a distance thrower looking for more, these discs
should fit your needs. From the Monster which is made for a big
arm thrower to the Beast, which is suitable for beginners, these
discs crashed onto the scene and added distance to the game
of pros, ams and recreational players alike.
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Available Model:
160-175 grams
Candy Fund Raising and INNCOLOR
only. Turn to page 31-32 for more
info.

Available Models:
Pro Orc $12.99
160-175 grams
Champion Orc $15.99
155-175 grams

The Beast issued in the era of the
wide rimmed driver. The wide, shallow
rim allows for maximum speed on
release and less friction across the
underside of the disc, allowing for
maximum distance. The Beast was an
instant classic when it was released;
giving players more distance using
less power. It is suitable for beginners
and pros alike. A favorite of two-time
World Champion Barry Shultz.
Available Models:
DX Beast $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro Beast $12.99
160-175 grams
Champion Beast $15.99
160-175 grams

“The Beast is my main distance
driver. The major reason I like the
Beast so much is that it is a very
controllable driver that has many
uses, yet it is so fast it makes
a great distance disc. I usually
carry 2 or 3 Beasts at a time
depending on the course (open
vs. wooded) and the weather (hot
vs. cold and dry vs. wet). I always
carry the very first Champion
Beast I received in the fall of
2002. It seems to get better
with age, as most discs do. I do
like the long life of the Champion
plastic and therefore like to use
it in the woods. I will have a fresh
Champion Beast in my bag as
well. I will throw in a DX Beast
when it is cold or wet and also if
it is an open course.”

Barry Schultz

2 Time World Champion

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISTANCE DRIVERS
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Christian Sandstrom uses what is called a 360
turn around distance shot where his body spins
around right before he throws. This throwing
style allows Christian to propel the Valkyrie high
and hard at a slight anhyzer angle. The Valkyrie
has the perfect degree of turn for his throwing
style and as the disc hits peak altitude it turns
over, allowing it to glide a long long way before
the speed of the disc is slow enough that it
finally fades out. This is not your typical Disc Golf
accuracy shot, but Christian demonstrates just
how far a disc can really fly.
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INNOVA provides Distance Drivers for players of all skill levels.
Whether you are new to the game, or an experienced professional,
INNOVA has the disc to suit your needs. From our new disc, the
Sidewinder, which turns and glides with ease and is an extraordinary
roller, to the dependable Firebird, which will fly into headwinds and
handle the extra snap and power of professional players, INNOVA has
a Distance Driver to match your game. You may choose the current
holder of the world distance record, the Valkyrie, to stretch out your
distance or the straight flying Viking to thread long narrow fairways.
NOTE: The current World Distance Record was set by INNOVA Team
Member, Christian Sandstrom, on April 26, 2002 with a record throw
of 250 meters (820 feet) throwing a 164g DX Valkyrie.

Christian

Sandstro

m demon
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VALKYRIE

SIDEWINDER
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The Firebird is our most popular
upwind distance driver. The Firebird’s
combination of superior speed and
stability make it possible to throw
drives into the wind with confidence.
An excellent disc for throwing long
range flex shots. A favorite of sidearm
and overhead throwers, too. This
disc is designed for professional level
players.

The Viking is one of our most versatile
distance drivers from start to finish.
The Viking is a long straight flyer with
a very predictable fade at the end of
the flight. This is an excellent disc for
throwing both side arm and backhand
shots due to its easy grip and neutral
flight. The Viking is perfect for holding
long, line drive shots as well as
graceful left or right turning shots.

Available Models:
DX Firebird $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Firebird $15.99
155-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Viking $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Viking $15.99
150 class-175 grams

250 ft

200 ft

150 ft

100 ft

50 ft

high speed turn
sidewinder
valkyrie
viking
firebird
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The Valkyrie is a World Record holding
distance driver. It is an easy to learn
disc, and in lighter weights will give
newer players extra distance. Lighter
weights also give players extreme
range when thrown downwind, while
maximum weights can give excellent
upwind distance. The Valkyrie’s high
speed turn and flight characteristics
make it great choice for long range
turnover shots and rollers.
Available Models:
DX Valkyrie $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Valkyrie $15.99
150 class-175 grams

The Sidewinder is a fast flyer with a
predictable high speed turn and lots
of glide. This disc can add distance
to anyone’s drive, but is especially
useful for those with less power. The
Sidewinder is our best disc for long
turnover shots and long distance
rollers. Even disc golfers who have
never had much success throwing
a roller shot, will be amazed at the
results they can achieve with the
Sidewinder.
Available Model:
Champion Sidewinder $15.99
155-175 grams

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
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BANSHEE

AVERY JENKINS - TEAM CHAMPION

TEEBIRD

low speed fade
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The Dragon is a lightweight distance
driver with excellent glide for less
powerful throwers who want to get
more distance with less effort. Made
in a special DX plastic with a great
grip. The Dragon will float in water.
Dragons are only available at 150
grams.

The Archangel is our easiest
distance driver to throw for distance
- especially for those with less power.
The Archangel’s high glide, fast speed
and turning characteristic all combine
to stretch out distance shots. The
Archangel also doubles as an easy to
turn roller disc. Lighter weights work
great for younger players.

Available Model:
DX Dragon $8.99
150 grams

Available Model:
DX Archangel $8.99
150 class-175 grams

100 ft

50 ft
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������
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The Banshee is a versatile and
dependable overstable driver. It
has a high degree of predictability,
throw after throw. You can count
on a Banshee to perform even into
the wind. It is an excellent disc for
sidearm, backhand and overhead
throws, offering predictable,
dependable flights.

Available Models:
DX Banshee $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Banshee $15.99
150 class-175 grams
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The TeeBird is one of our most
accurate and reliable distance drivers.
It has a combination of straight flight,
high glide and good speed making it
accurate and long flying both upwind
and downwind. A popular choice for
pros including 11-time World Champion
and Hall-of-Famer Ken Climo. Great for
accuracy, distance and sidearm.
Available Models:
DX TeeBird $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro TeeBird $12.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion TeeBird $15.99
150 class-175 grams
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The Eagle is our original, professional
level distance driver. It ushered in a
new era for distance and reliability.
The Eagle’s superior speed and
predictable flight characteristics let
you make confident and accurate long
range power shots. The Eagle’s high
speed turn is excellent for power turn
over shots.

Available Models:
DX Eagle $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Eagle $15.99
150 class-175 grams
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The TeeBird-L is the brother of the
reliable TeeBird. The “L” stands for
“Less Overstable” and “Longer”. This
disc has the same great speed and
glide as the TeeBird, but is straighter
flying with less fade at the end of the
flight. If you are looking for a straight
flying maximum distance driver in
Pro-line Plastic, the TeeBird-L is the
answer.
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Available Models:
Pro TeeBird-L $12.99
150 class-175 grams
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Choose an INNOVA Distance Driver to
generate maximum distance off the tee.
Different models are available to fill different
needs. There is a distance driver designed
with your game in mind. Newer players and
those with less power will want to choose
a disc with excellent glide, such as the
Archangel and Dragon to provide additional
distance, plus the Archangel makes an
excellent turnover disc or roller. For headwind
performance and for executing sidearm drives
the Banshee is an excellent choice. To achieve
a straighter line of flight with a predictable
fade, consider the TeeBird or the new
TeeBird-L or Eagle. Whichever Distance Driver
you choose, you know it will be the choice of
champions.
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Whippet

Gazelle

Cheetah
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The Whippet is a very overstable
driver used for medium long left
hooking shots. It holds a line
extremely well even when thrown into
stiff headwinds. Great for specialty
shots like overheads, spike hyzers,
forehand rollers, hook thumbers and
skip shots. Designed to handle the
power of professional level players.
Available Models:
DX Whippet $8.99
150 class-175 grams
KC Pro Whippet $12.99
150 class-175 grams
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The Gazelle is a great overall disc
for players of all skill levels because
of its versatility and control. It is a
dependable driver that has a long
straight flight with a predictable fade
at the end. The Gazelle works well in
headwind situations for both long and
medium range shots. It has a narrow
rim that is easy for smaller hands to
grip.

The Cheetah is a great driver for
throwing straight long shots at any
skill level. It is a very versatile disc that
is predictably stable at lower speeds
and will turnover slightly at higher
speeds. It is an excellent disc choice
for younger disc golfers

The Leopard should be everyone’s first
fairway driver as it is has excellent
glide and is easy to throw straight and
far. The Leopard is a great turnover
disc for players of all skill levels. The
Leopard makes a dependable long
range roller.

Available Models:
DX Gazelle $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Gazelle $15.99
165-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Cheetah $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Cheetah $15.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Leopard $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro Leopard $12.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Leopard $15.99
150 class-175 grams

Raven
250 ft
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The Viper is a stable to overstable
disc that is very reliable in all wind
conditions. The Viper changed the
way Disc Golf is played by becoming
the first disc used for the “Flex Shot”.
Excellent choice for sidearm throwers.
Recommended for experienced
players only.

Available Model:
DX Viper $8.99
150 class-180 grams

100 ft

50 ft

high speed turn
Viper
Raven

The Raven is a long range, straight
flier with an excellent grip. It offers
outstanding control and predictability
on the fairway. Its large diameter
makes it easier to throw than smaller
diameter discs. The Raven is the
longest range large diameter driver
we make and it can double as a roller.
Recommended for all skill levels.

Available Model:
DX Raven $8.99
150-164, 175-180 grams

Choose a Fairway Driver from INNOVA to add
confidence to your game. These discs can be used
for driving situations as well as approach shots.
Whether you are playing wide-open fairways or a
tight wooded course, we have a Fairway Driver
to handle the job. Ken Climo’s first six Disc Golf
World Championship titles were won using Vipers
and Cheetahs as his main drivers. From the
Whippet which handles headwinds with ease,
to the Leopard which can provide smooth, easy
turning drives, you can find a Fairway Driver that
is right for you.

Brian Schweberger - Team Champion
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Multi
Purpose

Putting INNOVA Multi-purpose discs
in your bag can help you achieve
the precision and control you need
in a variety of situations. Our Multipurpose discs can add accuracy to
your short drives, boost confidence
in your upshots and make “go for
it” shots an attainable goal. From
the Gator, which is a reliably stable
disc even in windy situations, to the
Stingray, a great turning disc and
popular roller, choose any of our
Multi-purpose discs with confidence
because every shot counts.

Craig Leyva powers his Gator
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The Gator is a very reliable overstable multi-purpose disc with a
predictable finish. The Gator delivers
pin-point accuracy for shorter drives
and approach shots even in windy
conditions. This is a great disc for
mid range shots especially for players
who need to control their power and
increase their accuracy.

The Spider is a multi-purpose disc that
works for hyzer, straight and turnover
throws. Throw it with the nose up and
the Spider will turn left, with the nose
down it will turn right. The Spider is a
low speed predictable disc that makes
a great approach disc. Excellent for
all skill levels and players who prefer a
smaller diameter disc.

Available Model:
DX Gator $8.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Spider $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Champion Spider $15.99
165-175 grams
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The Cobra is a predictable
multi-purpose large diameter disc that
is easy to grip. It is very beginner
friendly with a long and useful lifespan.
The Cobra is a great disc choice for
long slow turning shots and rollers.
The thin rim is great for smaller
hands and creates a clean predictable
release.
Available Models:
DX Cobra $8.99
150 class-180 grams
Pro Cobra $12.99
165-180 grams
Champion Cobra $15.99
150 class-180 grams

The Panther is a slightly understable
multi-purpose disc with a shallow rim.
Players of all abilities can use it for
throwing medium and short range
shots. The Panther is a perfect disc
for those learning to throw a slow
controlled turnover shot. The Panther
makes a great small diameter roller
for mid to long range shots.

The Stingray is a large diameter
disc that has a very predictable turn
and excellent glide. It has a shallow
rim that makes it easy to grip for
smaller hands and allows for a
smooth consistent release. These
characteristics make it a good choice
for beginners. The Stingray is also an
excellent disc for throwing controllable
mid to long range roller shots.

Available Models:
DX Panther $8.99
151-160, 170-175 grams
Champion Panther $15.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Stingray $8.99
150 class-180 grams
Champion Stingray $15.99
150 class-180 grams
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Gator
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Multi
Purpose

Sweden’s Jesper Lundmark - Team Champion

Choose our Multi-purpose discs to
handle a wide variety of shots and
bring an extra dimension to your
game. These versatile discs can be
used for short drives and upshots, as
well as putting. From the Hydra which
floats in water, to the Wolf, which
can navigate narrow fairways; use
our Multi-purpose discs and provide
yourself with additional confidence
in your short game. Whether you
choose the ever-popular Roc, one of
our original discs, the dependable
Shark, an excellent all-around disc, or
any of our Multi-purpose discs, you
can be assured you are playing with
the best discs available.

Bulldog
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The Bulldog is an over stable multipurpose disc that is a predictable
flier. It is designed to improve your
short game in windy situations. It
is excellent for players who need to
control their power. The Bulldog is a
firm disc with a tall rim and is a good
fit for players with larger hands. The
unique feel and easy to release grip
makes the Bulldog an excellent putter
as well.

The Roc is simply the best, most
versatile multi-purpose disc ever
made. It provides accuracy at any
range. This disc can take and hold
the angle of release, even into a
headwind. It can be used for driving,
upshots, straight shots, hyzer shots
or anhyzers. The Roc ages gradually
and predictably. If you’re not sure
what disc to throw, choose the Roc
just like most pros.

The Classic Roc is a small diameter
multi-purpose disc that makes a great
midrange driver for players of all
abilities. This accuracy disc provides
a great “touch” for shorter holes and
longer approach shots. It is a solid
performer for straight or turnover
shots. The Classic Roc makes a good
putter as well.

The Shark is the perfect multi-purpose
disc for players of all skill levels. It is
great for predictable straight, hyzer
or anhyzer drives and approach
shots, plus you can even putt with
it. Beginners will benefit from the
smooth rim and consistent release.
It has good carry and makes long
approaches easy to reach.

Available Model:
DX Bulldog $8.99
165-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Roc $8.99
150 class-180 grams
KC Pro Roc $12.99
150 class-180 grams

Available Models:
DX Classic Roc $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro Classic Roc $12.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Models:
DX Shark $8.99
150 class-180 grams
Pro Shark $12.99
160-180 grams
Champion Shark $15.99
160-180 grams
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The Hydra is a multi-purpose disc for
short turning drives and approach
shots. It is made with a grippy,
durable plastic that floats in water.
It is easy to release and has a friendly
grip making it a great putter as well.
All Hydras are approximately 170
grams.

The Wolf is an under-stable
multi-purpose disc designed for
making medium range straight
and turnover shots. It features the
patented INNOVA Thumtrac® for
added grip and reliability. The Wolf
allows any player to learn turnover
shots with very little effort. A great
feeling disc that is easy to release.
The Wolf is great in the woods and
also makes an excellent mid range
roller disc.

Available Model:
DX Hydra $8.99
170 grams only

Available Models:
DX Wolf $8.99
150 class-180 grams
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The Rhyno is an overstable putt
and approach disc that can handle
headwinds. Great for players with
lots of throwing power as the Rhyno
stops on a dime and stays close to
the basket. It is a must have disc for
short to medium up shots and putting
into the wind. The Pro-line model
is also called a “Soft” Rhyno and is
made to be super soft and flexible in
an extra grippy plastic that grabs the
chains.
Available Models:
DX Rhyno $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro Rhyno $12.99
160-175 grams
Champion Rhyno $15.99
160-175 grams
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The Aero is our best disc for beginners
and players using only one disc. It is
the straightest point-to-point golf disc
and the easiest disc to keep on the
fairway for beginners. It is a slow flying
control disc with a large diameter and
a significant amount of float. When
broken in the Aero will turnover very
slowly and predictably. The Aero was
introduced in 1983 as the first disc
designed specifically for Disc Golf.
Available Models:
DX Aero $8.99
150-180 grams
Champion Aero $15.99
175-180 grams
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The XD has a low profile, thin rim
which promotes a secure grip and
an easy, natural release. These
features combined with straight flight
characteristics make the XD an easy
to throw and control disc. It is the
most driver-like putter we have and is
useful for putts, drives and approach
shots. Good disc for developing a
“touch” around the basket.

Available Models:
DX XD $8.99
165-175 grams
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The Polecat is a beginner friendly putt
and approach disc. It is a straight
flying disc made in a comfortable,
grippy plastic. This putter is great
for short drives and approaches as it
takes and holds the angle of release
regardless of speed. A great choice
for pros and beginners as it works
well with all putting styles.

Available Models:
DX Polecat $8.99
150 class-175 grams

The Birdie is a slow, straight flyer with
our Thumtrac® grip for a sure release.
It has great chain catching ability. Great
for approach shots as it flies straight
and slow start to finish. It is one of
our best “go for” discs as it doesn’t
go far past the basket on misses, and
stays put when it hits the ground. A
good disc for those players making the
conversion from flat edged disc sports:
Catch, Ultimate, Freestyle, etc.
Available Models:
DX Birdie $8.99
150 class-175 grams
Pro Birdie $12.99
165-175 grams

Holing Out – A successful putt/
shot that is suspended in the chains or
at rest in the basket tray.
Straddle Putt – Putting with
the feet spread about shoulder width
apart and equidistant to the target.
Jump Putt – A putt outside of 10
meters where the player’s feet leave
the ground after the disc is released.
Falling Putt – Inside 10 meters
of the target, when a player steps past
the marker disc during the shot. First
violation is a warning, after that it’s
a stroke penalty. Spit Out - AKA
Bounce Back or Kick Out– A solid putt
that bounces out of the target instead
of staying in the chains or dropping
into the basket.
Blow-Through - A putt that goes
through the chains and out the back.
Wus – A weak putt that has no
chance to go in the basket.
Hyzer Putt – Refers to the angle
of release where the putter is tilted
with the right side of the disc raised at
an angle above the left side for RHBH
thrower. (reverse for left handed)
Floater – A putting style where the
putter is thrown slowly with the nose
up to float into the chains.
Bullet or Jam – A putt which
uses speed to make the disc go
straight. Missed bullet putts make for
long come back putts.
Wedge Putt – A putt that wedges
into the side of the basket. Grab your
disc quick, as this is legal until it falls
out.
DROT – Acronym meaning Disc
Resting On Top – This is where a disc
comes to rest on top of the basket.
This does not count as “holing out”.
Doink – The horrible sound a disc
makes when it crashes into the side of
the basket and falls to the ground.
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The Aviar - Still the best

after more than 20 years

Eleven Time World Champion Ken Climo

The Aviar has long been a key
component in the game of more
world champions than any other
disc. The Aviar is one of our
original discs, and is still as
popular today as when it was
introduced in 1984, a testament
to the pioneering genius of
INNOVA co-founder and disc
designer Dave Dunipace. We
offer several versions of the
Aviar to complement everyone’s
game. For a firmer disc, choose
the KC Aviar or Classic Aviar. If
you prefer a softer touch, try
the JK Aviar or the Aviar Putt &
Approach. Whichever Aviar you
choose, it is still the choice of
world champions.

KC Pro Aviar Pro Aviar
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JK Pro Aviar

Champion Aviar Aviar

Putt & Approach

Classic Aviar
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The KC (Ken Climo) Pro Aviar is made
from the Aviar driver mold in a firm
blend of special KC plastic (which
is also used for the KC Roc and KC
Whippet) for players who prefer a
stiffer disc. This is the preferred
model of professional players. Great
for drives, approaches and putts.

The Pro Aviar is made with a durable
blend of Pro-line Plastic for great grip
and a straight, true flight. This Aviar is
made from the driver mold to provide
additional stability over the Putt and
Approach model. Like all Aviars, it is
perfect for driving, approaching and
putting.

The JK (Juliana Korver) Pro Aviar is
made from the driver mold in a special
blend of durable Pro-line Plastic that
is more flexible and grippier than the
other Aviar models. It has the same
flight characteristics as the KC Aviar.
Its softer plastic is better in colder
climates and for those who have dry
hands and require a tackier grip.

The Champion Aviar offers all the
same features of the Aviar Putt &
Approach except it is made in our
durable Champion Plastic. This disc
is made with a special putter blend
that is very grippy and has very little
bounce to help keep putts in the
basket.

The Aviar Putt & Approach is our
most popular disc model and the
number one putter in Disc Golf. It
is versatile and is dependable in all
conditions. A must have disc for any
serious competitor’s bag. This is the
small bead model that is a straight
flyer with a predictable finish.

The Classic Aviar is the original model
that gave rise to all other Aviars.
The Classic is our straightest flying
Aviar model from start to finish. It
is made in a firm plastic with a good
grip. Like all other Aviar models it is
reliable and dependable in all conditions.

Available Model:
KC Pro Aviar $12.99
160-175 grams

Available Model:
Pro Aviar $12.99
160-175 grams

Available Model:
JK Pro Aviar-X $12.99
160-175 grams

Available Model:
Champion Aviar $15.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Model:
DX Aviar P & A $8.99
150 class-175 grams

Available Model:
DX Classic Aviar $8.99
150 class-175 grams
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What the Pros Throw

Juliana Korver
Bowling Green, KY

1 Pro TeeBird-L
2 JK Valkyries
2 first-run CE TLs
1 SE Leopard
2 Champion Panthers
1 Aviar (small bead)
2 JK Aviar-X
Valkyrie - I tend to throw lower shots and
the Valkyrie flies much farther on a lower
trajectory than many other drivers.
Champion Panther - It is an incredibly
true flier, holds a straight line or an
anhyzer or hyzer
5 Time Womens World Champion

Ken Climo
Clearwater, FL

3-4 CE TeeBirds
2 Champion Orcs
2 CE TLs - Red
1 CE Firebird - replaces my Viper
3 KC Rocs - One beat for
turning shots, one straight, one
newer
3 Aviars - 1 used for flat to
right shots. 1 slightly worn
for straight shots. 1 new for
putting.
Eleven Time World Champion
Four Time US Champion

Innova’s DX Line

Barry Schultz
Stevens Point, WI

Champion Beast
DX Beast
DX Eagle
Champion TeeBird
Firebird FX
JK Valkyrie / SE Leopard
Rocs Rancho, San Marino,
Ontario
Aviar Big Bead/Small Bead
Rocs/Aviars - I carry 3-4 of each, all
beaten in at different levels.
I change discs depending on the
weather, DX for cold or rainy, Champion
for dry conditions.
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Two Time World Champion
Two Time US Champion

Brian Schweberger
Tarboro, NC

1 Champion Firebird
1 Pro Line Firebird
2 Champion Orcs
1 Pro Line Orc
1 CE Leopard
1 Champion Shark
2 DX Sharks
2 KC 10x Rocs
3 DX Rocs
2 Glo Big Bead Aviar
1 KC 10x Aviar
All my discs are Max Weight
Firebird, Great for all types of throws
especially thumbers
Champion Shark Most predictable disc
I have ever thrown.

Des Reading
Davenport, IA

CE TeeBird TL
CE Firebird FX
Pro line Leopard
Champion Orc
KC Rocs
KC Avair
Champion Shark
Bulldog
Old school Avair with a powerful
woman stamp
Firebird FX - I love, LOVE my Firebird FX.
If the situation gets hot I will always go
to my pink Pro Line Leopard
2002 Womens World Champion
Three Time US Womens Champion
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Brad Hammock
Atlanta, GA

Champion Orc
KC Pro TeeBird
CE Firebird
Beat TeeBird
Flippy Orc and Beast for rollers
KC Pro Rocs
Big Bead Aviar
I’m currently loving the Orc for long
drives, the TeeBird is my choice for drives
up to 350 ft.
3 Time Masters World Champion
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INNOVA’S DX Line is produced with our deluxe
plastic. The DX Line offers the widest selection of
models and weights. These discs are affordably
priced and provide an excellent grip in a variety
of weather conditions. DX discs over time
will eventually take on new and varied flight
characteristics. Many top pros carry several DX
discs of their favorite models to provide different
INNOVA’s Disc Golf Set features 3 DX
favorites. It is the ideal selection of discs
flight patterns for different situations.
to get you started.
Some DX discs are available in glow-in-the-dark
MSRP $28.99
plastic, with Throw Art designs or with our Full
Color hot stamps. Most models are available for custom hot stamping.

“As a general rule,
I prefer to use DX
Plastic. I am what
you call a “feel”
player. The DX
plastic just has a
more consistent
feel or texture in
all conditions.”
Barry Schultz
Two-Time
World Champion

Disc Name

Disc Type

Speed Glide

Turn

Fade

MSRP

DX Beast

Distance Driver

10

DX Valkyrie

Distance Driver

9

4

-2

3

$8.99

4

-2

2

$8.99

DX Viking

Distance Driver

DX Firebird

Distance Driver

9

4

-1

2

$8.99

9

3

0

4

$8.99

DX Archangel
DX Dragon

Distance Driver

8

6

-4

1

$8.99

Distance Driver

8

6

-2

2

$8.99

DX Eagle

Distance Driver

7

4

-1

3

$8.99

DX TeeBird

Distance Driver

7

5

0

2

$8.99

DX Banshee

Distance Driver

7

3

0

3

$8.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Turn

Fade

MSRP

DX Leopard

Fairway Driver

6

5

-2

1

$8.99

DX Cheetah

Fairway Driver

6

4

-2

2

$8.99

DX Gazelle

Fairway Driver

6

4

0

2

$8.99

DX Whippet

Fairway Driver

6

3

+1

5

$8.99

DX Raven

Fairway Driver

5

4

-1

2

$8.99

DX Viper

Fairway Driver

5

4

+1

5

$8.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Turn

Fade

MSRP

DX Stingray

Multi-Purpose

5

5

-5

1

$8.99

DX Panther

Multi-Purpose

5

3

-2

1

$8.99

DX Cobra

Multi-Purpose

5

4

-2

2

$8.99

DX Spider

Multi-Purpose

5

3

-1

1

$8.99

DX Gator

Multi-Purpose

5

2

0

3

$8.99

DX Wolf

Multi-Purpose

4

3

-4

1

$8.99

DX Classic Roc

Multi-Purpose

4

3

0

2

$8.99

DX Hydra

Multi-Purpose

4

3

-1

1

$8.99

DX Shark

Multi-Purpose

4

4

0

2

$8.99

DX Roc

Multi-Purpose

4

4

0

3

$8.99

DX Bulldog

Multi-Purpose

4

3

0

3

$8.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Turn

Fade

MSRP

DX Aero

Putt & Approach

3

6

0

0

$8.99

DX XD

Putt & Approach

3

4

-1

1

$8.99

DX Classic Aviar

Putt & Approach

3

3

0

0

$8.99

DX Aviar P & A

Putt & Approach

3

3

0

1

$8.99

DX Rhyno

Putt & Approach

3

1

0

3

$8.99

DX Polecat

Putt & Approach

2

3

0

0

$8.99

DX Birdie

Putt & Approach

1

2

0

0

$8.99

Speed Glide

Speed Glide

Speed Glide

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DX DISCS
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Pro Line Discs

Great Grip, Improved Durability
INNOVA’s Champion Line is produced with a hi-tech plastic that
provides outstanding performance and durability. Champion
discs are distinguished by a clear or pearlescent plastic. Our
Champion Line discs retain original flight characteristics for
an extended period of time. Whether used in heavily wooded
situations or on extremely rugged courses, our Champion
Line plastic will continue to perform predictably and avoid
damage better than any other plastic. Originally designed
for professional players, Champion Line discs can handle
the increased power of top level players. The Champion Line
has recently expanded
to include most of our
drivers as well as many of
our popular disc models in
other categories.
Many Champion Line discs are
now available for fund-raising,
The Champion 3 Pack is a great gift for
custom hot stamping and now
those serious about improving their game.
INNOVA’S new edge-to-edge INNCOLOR process.

INNOVA’S Pro Line is manufactured using special blends
of plastics and are designed to provide unique qualities for
each available model. These quality discs offer increased
durability over discs made in our DX plastic and provide an
enhanced grip when compared to the Champion plastic. Our
Pro Line drivers provide additional glide when compared
to all our other disc lines and are more affordable than
our premium Champion Line discs. The special blend of
our Pro Line plastics can produce discs in a wide range
of rigidity, from the extremely soft and flexible
Pro Rhyno or JK Aviar to the stiff, firm
plastic of the KC Pro Aviar. Regardless
of the firmness of the disc, all of the
INNOVA Pro Line models offer unique
“gripability”.
Many Pro Line discs are also available
in colorful I-Dye designs.

Disc Name

Disc Type

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Champion Beast

Distance Driver

Speed Glide
10

4

-2

3

$15.99

Champion Orc

Distance Driver

10

4

-1

3

$15.99

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Champion Monster

Distance Driver

10

3

0

5

$15.99

4

-2

3

$12.99

Champion Sidewinder Distance Driver

9

5

-3

1

$15.99

4

-1

3

$12.99

Champion Valkyrie

Distance Driver

9

4

-2

2

$15.99

9

4

-2

2

$12.99

Champion Viking

Distance Driver

9

4

-1

2

$15.99

7

5

0

1

$12.99

Champion Firebird

Distance Driver

9

3

0

4

$15.99

7

5

0

2

$12.99

Champion Eagle

Distance Driver

7

4

-1

3

$15.99

Distance Driver

7

5

0

2

$15.99

7

3

0

3

$15.99

Turn

Fade

MSRP

-2

1

$15.99

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Disc Name

Disc Type

Speed Glide

Pro Beast

Distance Driver

10

Pro Orc

Distance Driver

10

Pro Valkyrie

Distance Driver

Pro TeeBird-L

Distance Driver

Pro TeeBird

Distance Driver

Disc Name

Disc Type

Pro Leopard

Fairway Driver

6

KC Pro Whippet

Fairway Driver

6

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Champion TeeBird

5

-2

1

$12.99

Champion Banshee

Distance Driver

3

+1

5

$12.99

Disc Name

Disc Type
Fairway Driver

Speed Glide

Speed Glide

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Champion Leopard

4

-2

2

$12.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

4

4

0

2

$12.99

Champion Stingray

Multi-Purpose

5

5

-5

1

$15.99

4

4

0

3

$12.99

Champion Panther

Multi-Purpose

5

3

-2

1

$15.99

4

3

0

2

$12.99

Champion Cobra

Multi-Purpose

5

4

-2

2

$15.99

Multi-Purpose

5

3

-1

1

$15.99

4

4

0

2

$15.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Speed Glide

Pro Cobra

Multi-Purpose

5

Pro Shark

Multi-Purpose

KC Pro Roc

Multi-Purpose

Pro Classic Roc

Multi-Purpose

6

5

Speed Glide

Turn

Fade

MSRP

Champion Spider

3

0

2

$12.99

Champion Shark

Multi-Purpose

3

3

0

2

$12.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Turn

Fade

MSRP

3

3

0

2

$12.99

Champion Aero

Putt & Approach

3

6

0

0

$15.99

Putt & Approach

3

1

0

3

$12.99

Champion Aviar

Putt & Approach

3

3

0

1

$15.99

Putt & Approach

1

2

0

0

$12.99

Champion Rhyno

Putt & Approach

3

1

0

3

$15.99

Disc Name

Disc Type

Speed Glide

Pro Aviar

Putt & Approach

3

JK Pro Aviar

Putt & Approach

KC Pro Aviar

Putt & Approach

Pro Rhyno
Pro Birdie

Speed Glide

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
CHAMPION DISCS

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
PRO DISCS

MSRP $46.99
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Specialty Discs

Flying Disc Jargon

Specialty Discs are designed for use in Disc Golf and other flying
disc sports and games. Several of these discs are classic “Old
School” models with a loyal following. Some models are also
approved by WFDF (World Flying Disc Federation) for use in the
Overall events of Accuracy, Discathon and Self-Caught Flight. Our
entire line of Specialty discs are PDGA (Professional Disc Golf
Association) approved for use in Disc Golf.
Dave Greenwell throws a thumb roller with his trusty Condor

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
SPECIALTY DISCS

Ace

Condor

The Condor has long been a favorite of
Disc Golf pros throwing thumb rollers
and is available in heavy weights for
just that purpose. The Condor is our
largest diameter and heaviest weight
golf disc. The Condor has a very
stable true flight. It is very accurate
at all ranges. In the very light weight
(138grams) the Condor is used for Self
Caught Flight events of Throw, Run and
Catch (TRC) and Maximum Time Aloft
(MTA). The Condor currently holds the
TRC World Record of 94 meters.
Available Model:
DX Condor $8.99
138, 190-200 grams

Classic Cobra

WFDF – World Flying Disc Federation is worldwide organization providing rules,
recordkeeping as well as continuity to the nine major flying disc events.
UPA – Ultimate Players Association serves as the governing body of the sport of
Ultimate in the United States.
Guts is like dodgeball, but with flying discs. 5 players stand in a wall, facing 5 players in
a wall. Points are earned by throwing an uncaught shot or when the other team throws
a bad shot.
Ultimate is played with two teams of seven players each and with one flying disc on
a 110 meter playing field with two end zones. Points are scored when a team catches a
disc thrown into the opposing team’s end zone.
Overall Events – Are comprised of a mix of seven individual events. Players may
participate in one or all of the events: Disc Golf, Discathon, Self Caught Flight, Distance,
Double Disc Court, Accuracy and Freestyle.
DDC – Double Disc Court - Is played by two teams of two players each and two discs.
There are two courts, 13m x 13m and 17m apart; each court is defended by one of the
teams. Two discs are simultaneously thrown back and forth by the teams and there are
several ways to score.
MTA – Maximum Time Aloft. MTA measures the time a throw is in the air prior to being
caught cleanly with one hand. The current world record is 16.72 seconds.
TRC – Throw Run Catch measures the distance in meters that a player can throw a
disc and then successfully catch it with one hand. The object is to cover the greatest
distance. The current world record is 94 meters.
SCF – Self Caught Flight is an overall event combining MTA and TRC. Each round, an SCF
score is 5.5 times MTA score added to the TRC score in meters.
Accuracy – Players attempt to throw through a target of 1.5 by 1.5 meters that is
1 meter off the ground. Players attempt four throws from from seven different stations.
The current world record is 25 of 28.
Freestyle – Freestyle is simply throwing and catching in creative ways. It is also an
Overall Event where teams of two to three players perform a catch and throw routine
lasting from three to five minutes with one or more discs. Routines are judged on:
difficulty (10), artistic impression (10) and execution (10).
Discathon - A race in which players alternately throw two discs through a 200 to
1000 meter course, using the prior throw as the mark for the next throw. The discs
thrown by the players must traverse the entire course through obstacles and mandatories.
The object is to have the discs complete the course in the shortest time possible.

The ACE is a fairway driver that flies
long and straight with lots of glide. It
is a great disc for those learning the
game, but is also a great finesse disc
for more experienced players.

The Classic Cobra is an all around
finesse driver that is easy to grip. This
is a large diameter disc that is easy
to throw and forgives small throwing
errors. The Classic Cobra also has a
long life span, becoming a good roller
as it ages.

Available Model:
DX Ace $8.99
165 grams

Available Model:
DX Classic Cobra $8.99
165-180 grams

Jaguar

Optimizer

Super Nova

Available Model:
DX Jaguar $8.99
160-200 grams

Available Model:
Optimizer $6.99
170 grams

Available Model:
Supernova $9.99

The Jaguar is an ideal disc for low
power players who need to stretch
out their distance.The Jaguar’s
turning characteristic and high glide
make the most out of weak throws
whether they are backhand air shots
or rollers. This is our largest diameter
golf disc and is available up to 200
grams.

The Optimizer is a beginner friendly
disc that features a small rim, soft
material, and an understable flight.
It is a great disc for beginners and
demonstrations as it is easy to learn,
making it perfect for one-day events
and festival courses.

Recreational Discs

The Super Nova is an excellent all
around recreational disc. It features
our patented Thumtrac® technology
for great grip and true flights throw
after throw. Great for Ultimate, catch
or Freestyle. It is a PDGA approved
golf disc. A great disc for a day at the
beach.

180 grams

Zephyr

The Zephyr is a throw and catch
disc. It has long been a favorite for
the Overall events of Discathon and
Accuracy (160 grams). The Zephyr
is great at the beach, at the park
or on the Disc Golf course. The
Zephyr has a very straight and true
flight characteristic. The Zephyr’s
Thumtrac® gives it extra durability and
a great grip, especially for sidearm
throws. It’s an awesome disc for
playing catch at the beach, dude.
Available Models:
Light Zephyr $8.99 138 grams
DX Zephyr $8.99 160-200 grams
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Recreational Discs are discs made
for playing games where throwing
and catching are involved. Enjoy
these discs for your next game of
catch at the beach, the park or in your
backyard. The Pulsar and Super Nova
are excellent discs for playing Ultimate
and for Freestyling. These are all quality
INNOVA products that will provide fun
and enjoyment throw after throw.

Pulsar

The Pulsar is an excellent disc for
Ultimate, Freestyle or for a game of
throw and catch. Designed specifically
to the UPA (Ultimate Players
Association) standards in size and
weight. It is the official disc for the
sport of Goaltimate. A great throw
and catch disc.
Available Model:
Pulsar $8.99 175 grams

Lite Polecat

The Lite Polecat is an excellent golf
disc for children. It makes an excellent
catch disc as well. Weight: 105
grams

Available Model:
Lite Polecat $4.99

105 grams

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
RECREATIONAL DISCS
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Custom Discs for Your Business, Course, Club or Tournament
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Custom hot stamping is now available on select Pro-Line and Champion-Line
models as well as most DX models

I-Dye discs are available in the INNOVA
Champion and Pro Lines as well as the
Millennium and Millennium Quantum
lines. Availability is limited to stock
on hand with new shipments
arriving often.
Champion
$ 19.99
Pro Line
$16.99

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
GLOW DISCS - I-DYE DISCS

Tips for Glow Golf Fun
There is no need to stop playing when the sun goes down.
INNOVA’S Glow discs are made with a rechargeable glow-in-thedark plastic that has a unique feel and allows play to continue in the
dark. Simply use a portable black light, camera flash attachment, or
flashlight to charge glow discs before play and between shots.
Our glow discs are not just for nighttime play! Glow plastic has a
slightly different texture than our other discs. Many prefer the glow
plastic for its unique feel, so it is not uncommon to see someone
with a glow disc that they use every day.
Model and Weight Availability Varies.

Available Models:
Glow Aviar Putter

MSRP
$ 12.99

Check the park hours and ask for permission
if it is after normal operating hours.

Use Custom Hot Stamping
to Promote your Business
INNOVA offers Custom Hot
Stamping on many models
of our discs. We can imprint
traditional one or two color
foil designs or a full color
design. Your business can
sell customized discs bearing
your company logo, business
locations and information.
This is great way to promote
your disc business on the
course and add a new
dimension to your disc sales.
Unique disc designs spark
the interest of players and
collectors alike. Every
disc business should
consider offering at
least one line of
custom stamped
discs for sale
to customers.
It is a proven
method to help
increase sales.
Place a custom
hot stamp on a mini
marker disc to create
unusual business cards.

A portable black light makes the ultimate
glow charger and won’t impair your night
vision.

from this...

..

to this....
Custom Hot Stamping
Place traditional one color or two-color foil designs on select disc
models from our DX line, Pro-line and Champion line. Custom Hot
Stamping is also available on mini marker discs. Please call for
availability of models.

Bring a good flashlight with good batteries.
Throw safe shots, keeping the disc on the
fairway.

Full Color Hot Stamping

The week before and after the new moon
is ideal for glow golf.

This is a process where complex full color images are imprinted on
discs. Discs may be produced with individual labeled text for trophies
or include numerical series. For example: We can produce custom
full color trophy discs for your event showing each winner’s name,
division and place of finish. Full Color Designs are available on a
selection of DX models.
We can provide an assortment of colorful stock designs, or we will
assist you in creating your own custom graphics with affordable
design and production costs. Consult with our graphics department
to determine which custom application is suitable for your project.

Carry a mobile phone for emergencies.
Wear light colors and make sure nobody is
in front of you when you throw.
Turn your head away and close your eyes
when charging your discs with a flash.
Attach glow sticks to identify targets.

165-175 grams

Glow Roc

165-180 grams

Ordering Guidelines:

Glow Leopard

Custom Hot Stamps are available on a minimum order of 100 discs
and must include at least 25 discs per individual model.

165-175 grams

Glow TeeBird
165-175 grams

Models Available:

Glow Beast
165-175 grams
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Promote your Course, League,
Tournament or Special Event
Custom Hot Stamping is available for
tournament and league directors,
course pros or any organization
wishing to offer a special disc for sale.
The sales of Custom Stamped discs
can provide a source of revenue for
clubs and organizations. Since there
is no limit to the amount of custom
discs ordered, Custom Hot Stamping
allows tournament directors to raise
additional funds to supplement the
successful CFR program, plus a wider
variety of discs are available.

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
CUSTOM DISCS

Add unique color to
your game with I-Dye
Discs! Each disc is individually
dyed with bold colors and exciting
designs. No two are exactly alike.
These discs are attractive enough to
display on your walls, yet much more
fun to watch flying down the fairway.

We can handle small or large custom
orders, we have thousands of discs in
stock ready to hot stamp.

Available on most DX models and select Pro-line and Champion line
models. Call for model and color availability.

Delivery:
Please allow three to four weeks for the set up, processing and
delivery of your custom order. Tournaments should order at least six
weeks in advance of an event to ensure timely delivery.

Next Page

In 2004, INNOVA helped tournament directors and organizations raise over $300,000 for tournaments, special projects
and charity events through our Candy Fund Raising Program

INNCOLOR™ Full Color CFR Discs

The goal of the Candy Fund Raising Program is to allow
tournament directors and organizations to collect the profits
from selling Candy. That is, from selling custom stamped discs in
special Candy/Champion plastic that are available only in limited
quantities.

Now you can make your Candy Fund Raising discs extra special
by using our new INNCOLOR™ process. INNCOLOR™ gives
you the ability to present high resolution custom full color
art from edge to edge.
Since this unique custom process is currently only available
to participants in our CFR Program, it enhances the value of
CFR products and makes these discs even more desirable to
players and collectors alike. The INNCOLOR™ process will
also be available on some of our regular Champion Plastic
models for the CFR Program on a limited basis.

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
CANDY FUND RAISING PROGRAM

Since INNOVA can not provide cash sponsorship for every
tournament or a cash donation for every charity event or
fundraiser, we created the Candy Fund Raising Program (CFR).
We sacrifice our potential profit on special limited edition discs
to make them available at an extra special price. These CFR discs
are models that are not available for sale in our regular product
line, or they are models available only in limited runs of special
Candy/Champion plastics which further enhances the value.

Interested?
If you are interested in participating
in our Candy Fund Raising Program,
we need to receive a sponsorship
proposal in writing (written letter,
e-mail, or fax). Be detailed about
how you intend to use the money
you raise, and be specific about
how INNOVA will benefit from this
sponsorship. Our sponsorship
committee will review each request.
Please call INNOVA to speak with
a sponsorship coordinator. They
will be glad to provide you with the
complete details of the Candy Fund
Raising Program.
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Current CFR discs
available:
Candy Starfire
Candy TeeBird-L
Candy Classic Roc
Plus other Candy models
and Glow Candy models on
a limited basis. Please call
for availability.
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Announcing our latest INNOVAtion that adds value and selection to the Candy
Fundraising Program:
The INNOVA INNCOLOR™ Full Color Disc Imaging Process.

INNCOLOR™ creates a lasting impression that your sponsors
and players will enjoy

Tips for successful
Candy Fund Raising
Have a unique custom design.
Creating the right piece of artwork
will really make your disc stand out
from the crowd. Be creative or find a
designer to create your vision. That
extra bit of effort will pay off in better
sales and more money raised. Artwork
really helps to make the product.
Order early. Get the most benefit
from the Candy Fund Raising Program
by having your discs available for
purchase well ahead of your event
date. This will help provide advanced
promotion and also raise money
needed to pay for expenses incurred
before the event.

Our Candy Fund Raising
Discs Make People Happy
They make each person who buys
one happy because they are getting
a cool, hard to get disc, plus they
become a sponsor of your event.
They make Tournament Directors
happy because it cuts down on
hunting for sponsors.
They make the players happy because
the money raised from the discs
goes right back into making the
tournament a success.

The Champion Starfire is INNOVA’s
flagship model. It is highly sought
after for its long flying, predictably
straight flight. The Starfire is only
available through the CFR program.

Available Disc Models
- CFR discs are limited in quantity for
the INNCOLOR™ program. Please call
for availability.
Minimum Order – Order
quantities are based on the size of the
event. Please call and speak to one
of our sponsorship coordinators for
complete details.
Delivery - Due to the special
customization of the INNCOLOR™
process, please allow six to eight weeks
for the set up, processing and delivery of
your order.
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Omega AP

Q-Mega

Q MS

Q Sentinel

Putting is all about touch, and the
Omega Supersoft putter has a unique
grip that maximizes control. Its
softness helps it stick in the chains.
It’s the last putter you’ll ever need.

The Omage AP is super predictable
for the all-important short game. It’s
just about dead straight stable, so
it’ll hold any angle on its way to the
basket.

Tough Quantum means the Q-Mega
will last just about forever.The Q-Mega
was designed for maximum control
and has a firm feel for players who
don’t like a soft putter. For anything
on or near the green, call on the QMega.

The MS (Midrange Straight) may be
one of the truest flying golf discs ever
made. It’s the best disc to have if
you only have one -- indispensable for
beginners and experts.

The Q MS is a Quantum plastic
version of the popular Aurora MS.
With identical characteristics, it is
straight and true, and simple to learn.
The Q MS was constructed to last in
your bag a long time.

The Q Sentinel is a unique mix of
speed and fade. It works best for
low ceiling approaches and drives.
Don’t play on a windy day without it.
Quantum plastic means it will survive
many lashings from all sorts of
obstacles.

Omega SS $12.99
150 class-175 grams

Omega AP $12.99
170-175 grams

Q-Mega $15.99
150 class-175 grams

Aurora MS $12.99
165-180 grams

QMS $15.99
165-180 grams

Q Sentinel $15.99
160-180 grams

POLARIS LS

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
MILLENNIUM GOLF DISCS

Aurora MS

EXP1

JLS

34

Q JLS

Golf is a game of accuracy. For players
who want the best in course management,
Millennium makes discs designed for maximum
control. Millennium plastic offers the best grip
in the industry, and Millennium’s straight-flying
discs stay in the fairway.
For players who demand even more durability,
most Millennium models are also available in
Quantum platsic.
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The Polaris LS (Long Straight) is the
legendary driver that revolutionized
the game. For holes where the pin is
reachable from the tee, the LS makes
the job easy.

The EXP1 combines the speed and
fade players need for windy days and
for tricky “flex” drives. Sometimes you
just need a driver with the a little extra
something -- and the EXP1 has it.

Smart golfers know that success
starts by keeping your drive in the
fairway. The JLS is still the best
combination of control and distance
available in a driver.

The Q JLS (fondly referred to as the
“QJ”) takes the success of the JLS
into Quantum material which allows
for maximum durability and life. A QJ
is a great first driver that will work
well as a turnover driver long after the
word beginner stops describing you.

Polaris LS $12.99
150 class-175 grams

EXP1 $12.99
160-175 grams

JLS $12.99
150 class-175 grams

QJLS $15.99
165-175 grams
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Omega SS

Finland’s Timo Pursio
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MSRP
$ 69.99

The INNOVA Tour Bag has been improved
for 2005. We listened to what players were
looking for in a larger bag and the result is our
roomier, more durable and functional INNOVA
Tour Bag. This bag is designed to easily hold
20 to 30 golf discs PLUS accessories. This
is the ultimate bag for tournament use and
for players who require a more durable and
spacious bag.
The INNOVA Tour Bag allows you to carry
the equipment you need to be prepared for
any situation. Whether you plan to be on the
course all day, or if you need to carry lots of
accessories and weather gear, or you simply
like to carry A LOT of discs, this bag has the
space you need. The extra large, zippered main
disc compartment holds 18 – 22 discs. Three
removable accordion disc sleeves provide extra
protection for your discs, and along with the
adjustable dividers, allow you to customize your
main disc storage area.
The INNOVA Tour Bag also comes with two
beverage holders, a front putter pocket and
a rear zippered compartment. There is room
for cell phones and other accessories in the
additional exterior Velcro side pocket, plus you
can carry even more gear in the two roomy
zippered side compartments (one contains a
bonus security pocket).

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISC GOLF BAGS

• Easily holds 20- 30 discs PLUS accessories
• Includes padded adjustable shoulder strap
• Made with two sets of heavy duty reinforced strap
connectors to accommodate backpack-style straps
– straps not included
• Two exterior beverage holders with cinch straps
secure containers of various sizes up to 32 oz
• Zippered main compartment easily holds 18 – 22
discs
• Includes three removable sleeves to provide extra
protection for discs - each sleeve holds up to six
discs
• Adjustable main compartment dividers included
• Two roomy zippered side compartments – one
with interior security pocket – can hold up to four
additional discs each
• Easy-access front putter pocket
• Zippered rear compartment for accessories will
hold up to two additional discs
• Additional exterior Velcro side pocket will hold
more gear or up to two additional discs.
• Reinforced carrying handles
• Reinforced bottom with rigid platform to provide
extra support
• Water resistant
• Constructed of Durable Nylon Material
• Available in four colors - Navy Blue, Black,
Burgundy and Grey

Previous Page

Deluxe Bag
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The INNOVA Deluxe Bag is an excellent choice for all
players. The Deluxe bag is a durable, spacious bag with
room for 15 to 20 discs plus accessories. The Deluxe
Bag has a front putter pocket plus a zippered side pocket
to hold additional equipment and accessories.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds 15-20 golf discs
Water resistant with reinforced bottom
Padded adjustable shoulder strap
32 oz bottle holder with cinch strap
Two outer pockets, plus a mesh zippered pocket on
inside of flap
Adjustable compartment divider for various configurations
Removable accordion disc sleeve protects discs (more available)
Quick access front putter pocket
Available in Green, Burgundy, Navy Blue and Black
Also available in our eye-catching Diamond Material
Bag colors are subject to availability

MSRP
$ 49.99

Diamond
$ 51.99

Standard Bag
The INNOVA Standard Bag is a high quality, durable, and
lightweight bag, designed for players that do not wish
to carry a large bag. The Standard Bag holds up to 12
discs with room for accessories. Comes with detachable
dividers and a disc sleeve to protect discs. There is a
quick access front putter pocket as well as a zippered
rear compartment.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds up to 12 golf discs
Water resistant with reinforced bottom
Padded adjustable shoulder strap
Removable disc sleeve provides additional protection for up to
six discs
Two adjustable compartment dividers
32 oz bottle holder with cinch strap
Zippered mesh pocket on inside of top flap for valuables
Velcro side pocket designed to hold minis, snacks, and cell phones
Easy access front putter pocket
Available in Navy Blue, Green and Black
Bag colors are subject to availability

MSRP
$ 25.99

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISC GOLF BAGS

Tour Bag
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Starter Bag
The INNOVA Starter Bag is an affordable choice for
new players or folks who don’t carry a lot of discs. It
is lightweight and designed to hold 6 to 12 golf discs.
The Starter Bag is an ideal choice for youth players.
The compact size makes it easy to pack in your suitcase
when traveling.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Holds up to 12 golf discs
Water resistant with reinforced bottom
32 oz bottle holder with cinch strap
Divided interior
1 outer zippered pocket to carry keys, wallets, minis, etc.
Available in Blue and Black
Bag colors are subject to availability

MSRP
$ 11.99
Next Page

The Widest Selection of Minis Available

Accessorize Yourself!

Disc Golf tournaments require you to mark your lie
with a mini disc. We make 9 different kinds! Not only
are these great for marking your lie, they also fly
exceptionally well. The standard Aero mini will soar
for distance shots while the Aviar mini is great for
accuracy and windy days. Get a DISCatcher® Mini
Target (see page 41) and play Mini Disc Golf. Many
of our minis are available for custom hot stamping.
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Standard Mini Disc - Aero mold
Golf Weight Mini Disc - Aero Mold
Glow Standard Mini
UV Changing Standard Mini
Champion Aero Mini
Champion Aviar Mini
Glow Champion Aviar Mini
I-Dye Champion Aviar Mini
Aluminum Metal Mini (do not throw)

Disc Golf Gear

Never be unprepared!
Soda Towel
Golf Pencil
Oval Sticker
Bottle Opener

$4.99
$.50
$.99
$2.99

INNOVA Vinyl Decals
A.

Show ‘em what you play!

B.

E.
F.
G.
H.

Roc Decal
Beast Decal
Small INNOVA Decal
Large INNOVA Decal

B.
A.

$1.99
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99
$3.99
$3.99
$4.99
$4.99
$19.99

C.

E.

$4.99
$4.99
$2.99
$4.99

A. through D.
INNOVA hats, visors, and
toboggans are guaranteed
to help you look like a champ,
whether you’ve got the game
or not. Many of our hats
feature FlexFit™ technology
that keeps the hat or visor
securely on your head.

D.

F.

E.

D.

C.

G. & H.

J.

K.

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
ACCESSORIES

I.
RIPT™ Disc Golf
Card Game
RIPT is a fun game
that allows you to
challenge your friends
to complete the shots
you draw from the
deck. 54 cards.

L.
2003 US Disc Golf
Championship DVD
This 90 minute DVD
features complete
coverage of the 2003
US Championship.
Spectators witnessed
the greatest Disc
Golf battle of all time
between Ken Climo
and Barry Schultz.
2004 DVD coming
soon.

F.

E. & F.
INNOVA t-shirts let you show
your colors with some sweet
retro designs on the back, and
an Innova swoosh logo on the
front. Choose our Flag design
made with little DISCatchers and
Rocs, or our classic star stamp,
which adorned the earliest discs
INNOVA made over 20 years ago!
Available in a variety of colors,
call for availability in your size.

M. 2005 PDGA Course
Directory
The most comprehensive
course guide available
anywhere – Broken down by
state, with state maps. Each
listing has driving directions
from a main road and
descriptions of the course
and facilities. A must have
for the traveling player.

N.

Apparel and Banners

Games & Media

Show em what you throw!

Think Disc Golf off the course!
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.

RIPT™ Disc Golf Card Game
Learn to Play Disc Golf VHS
Disc Golf Game (PC)
2003 USDGC DVD
2005 Course Directory
PDGA Rulebook
2000 USDGC Video (VHS)
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G.
These cool INNOVA banners are
great for dorm rooms, tournaments,
or your base camp.

$7.99
$12.99
$19.99
$19.99
$17.99
$2.99
$14.99

O.

All prices listed are MSRP

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

INNOVA Stretch Fit Cap
INNOVA Adjustable Baseball Cap
INNOVA Adjustable Sun Visor
INNOVA Toboggan Knit Hat
INNOVA Flag T-Shirt
Classic Star Stamp T-Shirt
42” by 25” INNOVA Polyester Banner

$17.99
$17.99
$17.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99
$14.99

All prices listed are MSRP
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APPAREL

A.
B.
C.
D.
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Since introducing the DISCatcher® PRO
almost 10 years ago, INNOVA has continued
to improve on its excellent quality and
features, making the DISCatcher® PRO
the best catching, most visible and long
lasting Disc Golf target available. The
DISCatcher® PRO comes in both Permanent
and Portable models. With our new 24
chain configuration, the DISCatcher® PRO
was designed to catch the widest range of
discs thrown into its larger “sweet spot”.
12 outer chains slow discs down while our 6
intermediate and 6 inner chains help prevent
“blow-throughs” and “bounce-backs”. The
DISCatcher® PRO offers a deep basket that
virtually eliminates “bounce outs”. The basket
rim has in-line nubs that helps to prevent
skips off the basket rim while not hindering
low putts. Our signature yellow band makes
the basket easily visible from the tee. All
these features make the DISCatcher® PRO a
favorite of players.
The DISCatcher® PRO Permanent model
was made to frustrate would-be vandals
and thieves with superior welding, one
way screws, heavy duty baskets, locking
tabs, and structural steel pipes. All these
security features were built into a target
that is also made to take the abuse of the
environment as well. The DISCatcher® PRO
has a stainless steel and yellow powder
coated chain rack, and hot dipped galvanized
basket, pole and chains to withstand the
harshest of elements. All these features
make the DISCatcher® PRO a favorite of
parks departments and course professionals.
We are sure that the DISCatcher® PRO
Permanent will suit your needs, whether
installing a new course or upgrading existing
targets. The DISCatcher® Pro Portable
offers the same great “catchability” as the
Permanent model but with a metal base that
allows it to be set up anywhere. The Portable
is ideal for use on temporary courses or as
a heavy-duty full-size target for backyard
practice. The DISCatcher® PRO was built to
catch, built to be seen, built to last.

Previous Page

Built to Catch
Built to Be Seen
Built to Last

Permanent or Portable,
same price.
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The DISCatcher® PRO is available in both
Permanent and Portable models.
• The Portable model comes with a metal base,
allowing you to disassemble it and transport
it. The Portable model is perfect for use as a
practice target at home as you will be putting
into the same heavy duty target that is
available on DISCatcher© courses.
• The Permanent model utilizes an installation
sleeve that will allow removal of target as
well as multiple pin positions. A locking tab
is included that will help deter theft and
allow you to protect your investment in the
finest Disc Golf target available. Additional
installation sleeves are available.

The DISCatcher PRO has 3 layers of chains to catch discs
Official target of the United States Disc Golf Championship

Permanent Model Specifications
• Chain Rack — Our chain rack is all stainless steel
construction. It measures 22” in diameter and 4”
high. The band is 13 gauge stainless and the frame is
made of 5/16” stainless rod. All TIG welded and then
yellow powder coated for high visibility. Decals affixed.

18

• Chain — Hot-dip galvanized finish. 2/0 straight link coil
chain. 24 strands. (12 outer, 6 intermediate, 6 inner)

Stainless steel for years
of use. Yellow powder
coated for high visibility

24 chains in 3 tiered array
for superior catching.

• Basket — Our baskets are made using 3/8” steel rod,
welded to a 5” steel sleeve then hot-dip galvanized to
protect against the elements.
• Pole — Hot-dip galvanized finish, 74” tall with 1/8” wall
thickness for strength. Drilled for chain rack, basket,
and collar hardware.
• Collar — Hot-dip galvanized finish. Securely fits over
pole mounted with tamper resistant screws. Lock tab.

The DISCatcher® PRO is highly visible in most any terrain

Deep basket with in line
nubs prevents skip aways.

DISCatcher® Pro Features
• HIGH VISIBILTY – Our yellow powder
coated stainless steel chain rack makes the
INNOVA DISCatcher® highly visible and able
to withstand the elements.
• GALVANIZED CONSTRUCTION – Hot-dip
galvanizing basket, pipe and chains allow
a DISCatcher® target to weather the
elements better than painted or zinc plated
baskets.
• THREE TIERED CHAINS – 12 outer chains
grab your disc, while 6 intermediate chains
and 6 inner chains hold your disc in the
basket.
• PDGA APPROVED – Both the DISCatcher®
Pro Permanent and Portable models are
PDGA approved for use in tournament play.
• DISCATCHER® PRO PORTABLE offers
all the same great features as the
permanent model but is mounted on a
metal base allowing for disassembly and
transportation.

• Installation Tube — Hot-dip galvanized finish.
24” long. Made to easily but snugly allow target pole
to slide in. Locking tab mates with target collar tab.

Custom Color Tops
Is your course in need of a
blast of new color? Does your
school want a Disc Golf course
that matches the team’s
colors? You now have the
power!
1/4” Security screws and
Hex Head Cap screws for
all locations.

Optional Sprinkler valve
box.

Custom color DISCatchers® are
now available in a multitude of
colors. If that isn’t enough you
can add cool special effects
so your targets ooze cool.
We will work with you; be it
for a backyard target or an
entire course. Please contact
INNOVA for more information
and pricing.

Model
DISCatcher© PRO
DISCatcher© PRO Portable
Course sales

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
MSRP
$350.00
$350.00
$300.00 ea
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2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISCATCHER® PRO TARGET
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DISCatcher® Sport Portable Target
The INNOVA DISCatcher® Sport is a full-size portable target. Durable
construction with 18 galvanized chains, yet the DISCatcher® Sport model
weighs only 40 pounds. The DISCatcher® Sport is an excellent target choice
for youth camps, schools, backyard practice or to create a temporary
course. Constructed of six parts, the DISCatcher® Sport can be set
up in about 5 minutes with just a screwdriver. It disassembles for easy
transportation or for compact storage when not in use. Regulation sized and
PDGA approved for tournament play.
chain support
chain
support
hook

29"
pole

STEP 5

C hain assembly diagram

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISCATCHER® SPORT & DISCATCHER® MINI TARGETS

STEP 3.

basket

22"
pole

STEP 1.

• Chain Support - Durable
yellow powder coated finish
• Chain Assembly - 18
strands with a galvanized
finish
• Basket - Galvanized finish
• 2 poles - Two sections with
a galvanized finish
• Base - Our galvanized
four spoke system is wide
enough and strong enough
to stabilize the target, yet
is still lightweight.

e

MSRP $199.99

The Newest Member of the INNOVA DISCatcher® Family:

The DISCatcher Traveler
®

The DISCatcher® Traveler Disc Golf Target
is ready to accompany you on all your Disc
Golf expeditions. The DISCatcher® Traveler is
INNOVA’s lightest weight portable Disc Golf
target. The Traveler sets up with ease and
take down is a breeze. Ideal for taking on
camping adventures, to the
beach or mountains or on trips
to the park. The Traveler’s light
weight and easy set up and take
down make it an excellent choice
for schools and youth camps. The
DISCatcher® Traveler is always
ready to go, yet it is great for
backyard putting practice as well.

• Simple one-action set up
• At just 12 pounds, the
DISCatcher® Traveler is
the lightest portable target
available from INNOVA
• The chain assembly is
surrounded with a unique target
area net that provides additional
catching power by preventing “blowthroughs” and decreasing “spit-outs”
• The extra wide basket tray is made of a
lightweight yet durable, quick-drying mesh fabric
• Basket tray features elastic band on bottom for
easier disc retrieval by children or disabled players

DISCatcher Mini Target
®

The INNOVA DISCatcher® Mini basket is
the perfect trophy basket to award to top
competitors in tournaments. It is also a great
basket for your mini golf course. Create your
own cool course in your yard, or pool a bunch of
baskets together and set up a temporary course
at your local park. With 18 real chains and solid
steel construction, the DISCatcher® Mini works
like the real deal. Metal band on top is perfect
for a trophy plaque. Coming in the Spring of
2005, call for availability.

MSRP $99.99
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• Four legs provide a wide sturdy base. Attached anchor
rings and included anchor stakes serve to secure
target on uneven surfaces and on windy days
• Available in three eye-catching colors: Yellow,
Red, Blue (Subject to availability)
• Comes with matching tote bag for easy
transportation and storage
• Includes removable flag for easy
visibility and wind direction indication
• Early or late putting sessions won’t
disturb others with quieter chain
action of Traveler

MSRP $124.99

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISCATCHER® TRAVELER PORTABLE TARGET
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TM

SkillShot

™
™

The INNOVA SkillShot™ is the original lightweight portable
Disc Golf target. The SkillShot target weighs in at 26 pounds
and it offers a 16 chain assembly. The SkillShot allows you to
play Disc Golf in the park, on your next camp-out or around the
backyard. This SkillShot is affordable, easy to transport and is
PDGA approved. Offered in Red, Green, Black or Blue. (Subject
to availability). The SkillShot comes complete with flag and
carrying case.

Trust the Disc Golf Experts
with your Disc Golf Course Project
Disc Golf Course Design is a growing discipline in park/land development
planning. The INNOVA Design Team has extensive experience and unique
insight into the successful creation of Disc Golf facilities. We can tailor the
design requirements for any project: whether it is for an elaborate World
Championship level course, a private use facility or small local park with
limited land and resources.
Take the first step in getting your
course in the ground. Let us review
your project plans with realistic
estimates that suit your specific
needs.

SkillShot™ Features:

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
SKILLSHOT™ PORTABLE DISC GOLF TARGET

6

5

• Umbrella Action - Pops up in an instant and collapses
quickly too.
• 16 Chains - 16 real zinc plated chains grab and hold
discs.
• Tripod Base - Powder coated tripod base allows for
basket to be mounted on uneven ground. Stake rings
at end of each foot for added stability when needed.
• Colorful Skins - 600 denier polyester skins, the
SkillShot™ is made to take abuse from the elements.
Available in red, blue, forest green and black.
• Convenient Carry Case - Great for storing the
SkillShot™ in your car.

Weight 26 lbs
MSRP $124.99

Convenient Carry Bag
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4

2

7

9

8

3

1

The INNOVA Design Team
will work with you or your
client in every step of the
course planning process:
• Regional Market
Analysis
• Site Planning &
Proposal
• Cost Projection
• Project Presentation
• Phase Development
• Labor/Hardware
Installation Bids

Call us today and
order our free
Course Design
Brochure. It is
a valuable tool
that will help
you make an
informed
decision.

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISC GOLF DESIGN SERVICES
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DGU is a new Disc Golf handicap subscription service. DGU has developed a Universal
Handicapping System for the sport of Disc Golf that will generate handicaps for individuals
and league players. DGU operates an interactive website at discgolfunited.com where all
visitors can find valuable information about Disc Golf and subscribers can receive Personal
Handicap Factors and track their round by round scoring and progress.
DGU subscriptions are available for $19.95 annually or for only $2.95 on a monthly basis.
Log on to discgolfunited.com today to subscribe or call 1-866-391-3343

EDGE - Educational Disc Golf Experience

The Sport of a Lifetime
Des Reading teaches students the game of Disc Golf

THE

Fairway
to

TM

EDGE PROGRAM BENEFITS:
• Students learn through hands
on lessons using real golf discs
and equipment

PLAY

• SkillShot™ fundamentals
testing allows students to test
the skills they have learned
and rewards students who
have reached predefined
levels with cool patches of
achievement

DGU SUBSCRIBER BENEFITS

Play
Disc
Ear
n Po Golf
ints
Red
eem
P
Get
Coo oints
l St
uff!

2005 INNOVA DISC GOLF
DISC GOLF UNITED™

• Receive Personal Handicap
Factors™
• Have the opportunity to “Get
Paid to Play Disc Golf” by earning
Player Reward Points™ which
can be redeemed for disc golf
products at the DGU Online
ProShop
• Gain complete access to all the
features and services available at
discgolfunited.com
• Maintain a Personal Scoring
Record with handicaps for all
rounds of Disc Golf played
• Participate in Official DGU
Leagues on courses around
the country as well as receive
League and DGU Handicap
Factors
• Earn funds for local
organizations by becoming an
Official DGU League Director

www.discgolfunited.com
Log on today and join

Official Handicap Leagues
In addition to providing handicap factors for individual
subscribers, Disc Golf United™ provides handicapping and record
keeping services to League Directors. DGU has put together the
information and tools you need to organize a successful handicap
league.
DGU League Directors can be rewarded for operating a DGU
League and introducing new players to Disc Golf United™.
League Directors may keep these rewards or donate them to
local organizations or for Disc Golf course improvement projects.
To become a DGU League Director, the first step is to log on to
discgolfunited.com today and become a subscriber. DGU will then
provide you with step by step instructions.
Use the DGU Course Locator to find a course
near you at www.discgolfunited.com
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EDGE, the Educational Disc Golf Experience, is a non-profit organization that was
founded to introduce the fun, lifetime sport of Disc Golf to young people. EDGE has
Copy
from
Previous
developed
a program
to provide catalog,
schools and other youth programs with a sound
curriculumby
for _______
teaching Disc Golf fundamentals and related skills.
updated

EDGE introduces the lifetime sport of Disc Golf
to students and campers of all ages. While
introducing rules and techniques of disc golf, EDGE
also provides teaching points on life skills such as
responsibility and cooperation as well as the lifelong benefits that an active lifestyle provides.

DGU players compete regardless of skill level

™

• EDGE curriculum also teaches:
stretching, addition, courtesy,
environmentalism

Disc Golf is the sport of the future and
children are the future of the sport
The EDGE program introduces the basic physical skills
required for the sport along with integrated math, science,
fitness, nutrition, and civics lessons. Children get to have fun,
participate in much needed physical activity and learn skills that
can last a lifetime.

• EDGE Packages start at under
$500 with enough equipment
for a 30 person class

www.edgediscgolf.org

Teach a Child to Play Disc Golf Today
If you are interested in finding out more about EDGE or would
like information on how to bring the EDGE program to a school
or youth organization in your area, visit the EDGE website online
at: www.edgediscgolf.org or call 1-866-391-EDGE (3343).
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Disc Golf United

™

New for 2005

INNCOLOR™ Candy Fund Raising

Pro-Line Expands Offerings

Super Roc Worlds Fund Raising

The INNCOLOR™ Process allows your
full color high resolution graphics to
be applied to cool Candy Fund Raising
discs. These make great collectibles
for sponsors, and also make it easier
to raise needed funds to run your
tournaments.
See pages 31-32.

The Pro Line of discs has expanded
with the introduction of a new blend
of plastic which offers great grip and
durability in our driver molds. Look
for more discs being added to this
popular line.
See page 25.

The Super Roc is a cool collectable
Roc made in a special blend of Pro
Line plastic. Contact your favorite
Disc Golf pro shop for availability.
Proceeds from each Super Roc sale
go to support the 2005 Pro World
Championships in Pennsylvania.

DISCatcher® Traveler Portable

Vikings Discover DX Plastic

DISCatcher® Mini Target

The Traveler, weighing in at 12
pounds, is INNOVA’s lightest target.
Bring it to the beach, camping or
set it up in your backyard for some
practice.
See page 42.

The popular Viking is now available in
DX plastic. The Viking is perfect for
holding long, line drive shots as well
as graceful left or right turning shots.
See page 9.

The DISCatcher® Mini is a cool
version of our popular sport model
DISCatcher® made for mini golf
and to be rewarded as trophies at
tournaments. Available Spring 2005.
See page 41.

TM

INNOVA Disc Golf
11077 Arrow Route
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
800-408-8449 or 909-481-6266
Copyright © 2005 INNOVA Disc Golf

INNOVA East Coast
2850 Commerce Drive
Rock Hill, SC 29730
800-476-3968 or 803-366-5028

www.innovadiscs.com

